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SUMMARY
Interactions between B cells and CD4+ T follicular helper (Tfh) cells are key determinants of humoral re-
sponses. Using samples from clinical trials performed with the malaria vaccine candidate antigen Plasmo-
dium falciparum merozoite protein (PfRH5), we compare the frequency, phenotype, and gene expression
profiles of PfRH5-specific circulating Tfh (cTfh) cells elicited by two leading human vaccine delivery plat-
forms: heterologous viral vector prime boost and protein with AS01B adjuvant. We demonstrate that the pro-
tein/AS01B platform induces a higher-magnitude antigen-specific cTfh cell response and that this correlates
with peak anti-PfRH5 IgG concentrations, frequency of PfRH5-specific memory B cells, and antibody func-
tionality. Furthermore, our data indicate a greater Th2/Tfh2 skew within the polyfunctional response elicited
following vaccination with protein/AS01B as compared to a Th1/Tfh1 skew with viral vectors. These data
highlight the impact of vaccine platform on the cTfh cell response driving humoral immunity, associating a
high-magnitude, Th2-biased cTfh response with potent antibody production.
INTRODUCTION

For many pathogens, protective immunity is conferred by anti-

bodies. A successful vaccine is therefore one that is capable of

driving a B cell response that ultimately results in the production

of sufficient circulating antibody to neutralize the pathogen and/

or block disease development in future infection. Antibody con-

centration requirements for protection are dependent on path-

ogen-specific variables, and some targets, such as the blood-

stage Plasmodium falciparum malaria parasites, have life cycle

characteristics that necessitate a very robust antibody response.

It is therefore of great interest to understand how vaccine anti-

gens can be formulated and delivered to maximize humoral

immunogenicity. Here, we focus on the impact of vaccine plat-

form on the immune response elicited in humans by comparing

2 leading vaccine platforms that were used to deliver the same
Cell R
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blood-stage P. falciparummalaria antigen RH5 (PfRH5) in Phase

Ia trials: heterologous viral vectors (chimpanzee adenovirus

serotype 63 prime, followed by modified vaccinia virus Ankara

boost [henceforth referred to as ChAd63-MVA]1) and 3-dose

full-length PfRH5 protein co-administered with the GlaxoS-

mithKline adjuvant AS01B (protein/AS01B
2). These 2 platforms

have been used in vaccine development for a diverse range of

diseases, including Ebola (heterologous viral vectors), pre-eryth-

rocytic malaria (RTS,S/ Mosquirix), and shingles (Shingrix; both

AS01; reviewed in O’Donnell and Marzi,3 Laurens,4 and Heine-

mann et al.5). Primary analysis of the responses elicited in each

trial demonstrated that while the ChAd63-MVA heterologous

viral vector platform elicited a PfRH5-specific T cell interferon-

g (IFN-g) response >2-fold higher than that stimulated by the

protein/AS01B regimen (Mann-Whitney, p = 0.0019; Table 1),

the anti-PfRH5 immunoglobulin G (IgG) concentration induced
eports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021 ª 2021 The Authors. 1
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Table 1. ChAd63-MVA and protein/AS01B clinical trials

Vaccine platform

Clinical trials Subset of vaccinees used in analyses

n

Vaccination time points

n

Vaccinee demographics ELISA and ELISpot responses

Day 0 Day 28 Day 56 Day 182

Median

age,

y (range)

Female,

%

Mean

day 84

anti-

RH5 IgG

(range)

mg/mL

Mean day

140 IFN-g

ELISpot

(range)

SFU/million

PBMCs

Heterologous

viral vectors

ChAd63

(prime) and

MVA (boost)

expressing

PfRH5

(NCT02181088)

ChAd63-MVA

4 24 5 3 109 vp

ChAd63-

RH5

– – – –

4 5 3 1010 vp

ChAd63-

RH5

– – –

8 5 3 1010 vp

ChAd63-

RH5

– 1 3 108

PFU

MVA-RH5

– 8 15a 25

(18–48)

47 7

(0.5–

17.5)

681

(66.7–

1,649.0)

8 5 3 1010 vp

ChAd63-

RH5

– 2 3 108

PFU

MVA RH5

– 7

Full-length

PfRH5

protein

(RH5.1)

with AS01B
adjuvant

(NCT02927145)

protein/AS01B

Phase

Ia

12 59 2 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

2 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

2 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

– 9 57a 28

(18–46)

67 67 (22.5–

209.3)

318

(10.7–

1,256.0)

12 10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

– 11

14 50 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

50 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

50 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

– 10

12 50 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

50 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

– 10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

10b

Phase

IIa

17 10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

10 mg

RH5 +

AS01B

– 17

ELISA and ELISpot data refer to standard regimen only. PFU, plaque-forming unit; SFU, spot-forming unit; vp, viral particle.
aDose groups are pooled for all assays and analyses (see STAR methods).
bSamples after the delayed fractional dose at day 182 are not included in the present study, with the exception of 1 sample for RNA-seq. ELISA and

ELISpot data refer to standard regimen only.
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by the protein/AS01B regimen was almost 10-fold higher than

that elicited by the ChAd63-MVA heterologous viral vector plat-

form (Mann-Whitney, p < 0.0001; Table 1; A.M.M. et al., data not

shown).1 This highlighted a need for amore in-depth immunolog-

ical comparison (particularly of differences in the CD4+ T follic-

ular helper [Tfh] cell response) between these platforms in their

entirety, as they would realistically be deployed, to elucidate

their mechanism of action and guide platform selection for future

pathogen-specific vaccines.

Through the provision of help to B cells in germinal centers

(GCs), Tfh cells act as critical orchestrators of humoral immunity

and are key determinants of both B cell and antibody immunoki-

netics, controlling antibody affinity maturation in GCs and influ-

encing plasma cell versus memory B cell (mBC) fates (reviewed

in Inoue et al.6 and Vinuesa et al.7) While the origin of peripheral

Tfh cells remains unclear, multiple studies suggest that circulating

(c)Tfh cells exhibit phenotypic, functional, gene expression, and
2 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021
T cell receptor repertoire profiles similar to those of lymphoid tis-

sue Tfh populations,8–10 and constitute valid proxies for providing

insight into GC responses.11–13 For example, cTfh cells can pro-

vide help to B cells in in vitro co-culture systems,8,14 and within

both peripheral blood and GC populations, the Tfh2 and Tfh17

cell subsets are more capable of driving B cell differentiation and

antibody secretion than Tfh1 cells (reviewed in Koutsakos et al.15).

Given the constraints on studying GC responses imposed by

the limited availability of lymphoid tissue samples from clinical

trials, there has been substantial interest in the last decade in

determining the relationship between cTfh cell responses and

humoral immunity, with the longer-term goal of characterizing

the attributes of the Tfh cell response that can drive a desired

type of antibody response. Multiple studies have observed in-

creases in activated cTfh frequencies following vaccina-

tion.9,12,16–28 However, to date there have not been any in-depth

analyses of the impact of the vaccine platform on themagnitude,
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kinetics, and quality of the antigen-specific cTfh cell response

and its relationship to the humoral response.

Here, alongside extensive ex vivo analyses of changes in global

cTfh populations, we used an adapted activation-induced

marker (AIM) assay (A.O., data not shown)21,29 to compare the fre-

quencies of PfRH5-specific cTfh cells elicited following delivery of

the PfRH5 antigen using ChAd63-MVA or protein/AS01B vaccine

platforms. Significant increases in circulating PfRH5-specific cTfh

cells were induced following vaccination in each trial, but both the

total memory CD4+ T cell response and total memory cTfh cell

response elicited by the protein/AS01B platform were of higher

magnitude than those elicited by the heterologous viral vectors.

Notably, PfRH5-specific cTfh frequencies correlated with read-

outs of humoral immunogenicity, including in vitro anti-malarial

growth inhibition activity (GIA) by polyclonal post-vaccination

anti-PfRH5 IgG, a defined mechanistic correlate for vaccine-

induced protection against blood-stage malaria.30,31 We further-

more provide phenotypic, cytokine, and transcriptomic data to

suggest that the protein/AS01B platform also drove a response

skewed more toward Th2/Tfh2 than that seen with the ChAd63-

MVA platform, which is consistent with a role for Tfh2 cells in

providing greater B cell help (reviewed in Koutsakos et al.15).

Our analysis focuses on comparison of the responses elicited

by the 2 vaccine platforms after completion of the full 2-dose (viral

vectors) or 3-dose (protein/AS01B) immunization regimen, but

significant quantitative and qualitative differences were also

observed after the first dose of each vaccine had been adminis-

tered. Insight into how vaccination strategies can be modulated

to optimize B cell responses is of great interest for the blood-

stage malaria vaccine development field, as well as for other

prophylactic vaccine development programs in which humoral

immunity is critical, including for viruses such as human immuno-

deficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1). At present, there are no validated

approaches for increasing the production or function of Tfh cells

in humans. Our demonstration of the influence of the vaccine plat-

form on both the magnitude and quality of the antigen-specific

cTfh response elicited in human vaccine recipients therefore con-

stitutes an important step forward in informing the design of

vaccination strategies that will elicit robust Tfh support for the

generation of protective pathogen-specific humoral responses.

RESULTS

Differences in the total post-vaccination T cell
responses activated byChAd63-MVAandprotein/AS01B

vaccine platforms
We first used multiparameter flow cytometry to assess activa-

tion—as measured by CD38/Ki67 co-expression—of CD4+ and

CD8+ T cells within the CD3+ lymphocyte population, as well

as of Th1/Th2/Th17 subsets within CD4+ T cells, using the gating

strategy shown in Figure S1. Consistent with prior observations

that viral vector platforms are effective drivers of T cell responses

(Table 1; e.g., as reviewed for malaria vaccines in Ewer et al.32

and Sebastian and Gilbert33), after subtracting baseline ex vivo

CD38+Ki67+ expression (day 0) from values at day 63 (1 week

post-final vaccination), we observed a greater increase in the fre-

quency of CD38+Ki67+ CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the ChAd63-

MVA vaccinees as compared to the protein/AS01B vaccinees
(Figure 1A, p = 0.0074 and p = 0.0005, respectively). Within the

CD4+ T cell population, we used the same approach to further

assess the activation of Th1 (CXCR3+CCR6�), Th2

(CXCR3�CCR6�), and Th17 (CXCR3�CCR6+) subsets. The acti-

vation of Th1-phenotype CD4+ T cells was significantly greater in

the ChAd63-MVA vaccinees (Figure 1B, p = 0.0386), indicating

that this platform elicited a more robust level of total (i.e., not

necessarily PfRH5-specific) T cell activation.

Next, the frequency of cTfh cells within the memory (CD45RA�)
CD4+ T cell population was compared at baseline, 1 and 2 weeks

(days 7 and 14) after the first vaccination, and at day 63. cTfh cells

were defined as either CXCR5+ or CXCR5+PD1+ cells within

CD45RA�CD4+ T cells (Figure S2), consistent with 2 commonly

used approaches.8,10–14,18,20,23,27 Within both trials there was a

non-significant trend toward an increase in cTfh cells at day 7 (Fig-

ures 1Cand 1D). A similar trendwas also observed at day 63 in the

protein/AS01B but not ChAd63-MVA vaccinees; hence, day 63

cTfh frequencies in protein/AS01B vaccinees were significantly

higher than those in ChAd63-MVA vaccinees (CXCR5+, p =

0.0428; CXCR5+PD1+, p = 0.0015).

Using the CXCR5+ definition of cTfh cells, we then assessed

the activation of cTfh cells post-vaccination through the mea-

surement of the co-expression of CD38/Ki67, ICOS/Ki67 or

ICOS/PD1, or ICOS alone (Figure S2; ICOS/Ki67 not shown, as

no changes were detected). Limited indications of activation

were detectable in both trials at day 7 through an increase in

the frequency of CD38+Ki67+ (ChAd63-MVA vaccinees; p =

0.0049) or ICOS+PD1+ and ICOS+ (protein/AS01B vaccinees;

ICOS+PD1+, p = 0.0196; ICOS+, p = 0.0123) Tfh cells.

We also assessed post-vaccination changes in the frequency

of circulating subsets of regulatory CD4+ T cells (Tregs: the

CD25+Foxp3+ subset of CD4+ T cells; T follicular regulatory

[cTfr]-phenotype cells: CD25+Foxp3+ subset of CD4+CXCR5+

T cells). While no significant differences in the frequency of Tregs

within the total CD4+ T cell population were observed within or

between trials at any time point (Figure S3), there was a highly

significant increase in cTfr-phenotype cells between days

0 and 7 within the protein/AS01B vaccinees (p = 0.0001), and

the frequency at day 7 was significantly greater than that of

ChAd63-MVA vaccinees (p = 0.0017; Figure 1E). The trends

observed in Figures 1C and 1D persist even when Treg cells

are excluded (data not shown).

Given the importance of ICOS in CD4+ Tfh cell differentiation34

and recent reports suggesting that cTfr-phenotype cells may

contribute to the provision of GC help for B cells (reviewed in

Xie and Dent35), these observations may be indicative of the in-

duction of more robust T cell-mediated help for B cells by the

protein/AS01B platform.

The protein/AS01B platform elicits a higher-frequency
antigen-specific CD4+ T cell response and induces a
greater Th2 bias in the responding cells
To extend the ex vivo analyses of global alterations in circulating

T cell subsets, we used an in vitro AIM assay to identify PfRH5-

specific T cells within the memory-phenotype CD4+ T cell popu-

lation on the basis of co-expression of CD25 with OX40 and/or

CD137 and/or CD69 following PfRH5 peptide pool stimulation

(gating strategy shown in Figure S4; data not shown). In contrast
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021 3



Figure 1. PfRH5 vaccination with the

ChAd63-MVA platform induces greater acti-

vation of total circulating CD8+ and CD4+

T cell populations, while the protein/AS01B
platform elicits a more sustained increase

in cTfh-phenotype cells

PBMCs from days 0, 7, 14, and 63 were stained

ex vivo and analyzed using the gating strategies

shown in Figures S1–S3.

(A and B) Increases at day 63 in activated

CD38+Ki67+ cells within total CD8+ and CD4+

T cells (A) or Th1 (CXCR3+CCR6�), Th2

(CXCR3�CCR6�), and Th17 (CXCR3�CCR6+)
CD4+ T cell subsets (B) were compared between

platforms following subtraction of day

0 CD38+Ki67+ frequencies in paired samples.

(C–E) Frequencies of total cTfh cells defined as

CXCR5+ (C) or CXCR5+PD1+ (D) cells within the

CD45RA�CD4+ T cell population were compared

between platforms and the frequency of cTfr cells

within total cTfh cells (defined as the CD25+Foxp3+

subset) (E). All of the available samples are plotted

(ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 0, n = 15/54;

day 7, n = 15/24; day 14, n = 15/54; day 63, n = 12/

20. For intra-trial comparisons (E), only vaccinees

with all 4 time points were analyzed: ChAd63-MVA,

n = 12, protein/AS01B, n = 17. Comparisons were

performed with Mann-Whitney tests (between tri-

als) or Friedman tests with Dunn’s correction for

multiple comparisons (within trials comparing day

0 to post-vaccination time points). *p < 0.5, **p <

0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

In all of the panels, each point represents a

vaccinee. Bars and lines denote medians and in-

terquartile ranges, respectively.
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to the observation of higher-magnitude increases in the overall

levels of ex vivoCD4+ T cell activation in ChAd63-MVA vaccinees

(Figure 1A), the AIM assay revealed that the PfRH5-specific

CD4+ T cell response was in fact more robust in the protein/

AS01B vaccinees at both day 14 (p = 0.0021) and day 63 (p =

0.0057; Figure 2A). We also looked at the antigen-specific

CD8+ T cell response, assessed based on the co-expression of

CD25 with CD137 and/or CD69.36,37 Using this readout, both

vaccine platforms induced a significant PfRH5-specific CD8+

T cell response at day 63 (Figure S4; ChAd63-MVA, p =

0.0001; protein/AS01B, p = 0.0004), and therewere no significant

differences between trials (Figure S4).

Within the PfRH5-specific CD4+ T cell population, we

observed a trend toward a higher proportion of CXCR5+ (cTfh)

cells in protein/AS01B as compared to ChAd63-MVA vaccinees

at all post-vaccination time points (Figure 2B), which was weakly

significant at day 7 (p = 0.0471). Further phenotypic analysis of

the PfRH5-specific CD4+ T cell population revealed a predomi-
4 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021
nance of Th17 cells (CXCR3�CCR6+) in
all vaccinees, but it identified a trend to-

ward a higher proportion of Th1 cells

(CXCR3+CCR6�) in the ChAd63-MVA

platform vaccinees (Figure 2C) and a

higher proportion of Th2 cells

(CXCR3�CCR6�) in the protein/AS01B

vaccinees (Figure 2D), both of which reached statistical signifi-

cance at day 14 post-vaccination (p = 0.0015 and p = 0.0002,

respectively). There were no significant differences at any

post-vaccination time point in the proportion of Th17 cells

(CXCR3�CCR6+) within the PfRH5-specific memory CD4+

T cell population (Figure 2E). In light of this apparent divergence

in the contribution of Th1 and Th2 cells between platforms, we

also compared the ratio of Th1:Th2 cells within the vaccine-

induced RH5-specfic CD45RO+CD4+ T cell population and de-

tected a higher ratio in the ChAd63-MVA vaccinees (Figure 2F;

day 14, p < 0.0001).

To complement the phenotypic analysis of the Th1/Th2/Th17

bias of PfRH5-specfic CD4+ T cells, we next measured the con-

centrationof 13different cytokines in supernatants ofPfRH5pep-

tide pool-stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(PBMCs) from the AIM assay. Ten of the 13 cytokines quantified

were detected at significantly higher levels in the supernatants

from PfRH5-stimulated cells at post-vaccination as compared



Figure 2. Protein/AS01B platform induces a

more robust and Th2-skewed PfRH5-spe-

cific CD4+ response than ChAd63-MVA

vaccination

PBMCs from days 0, 7, 14, and 63 were stimulated

with medium alone or a PfRH5 peptide pool for 24

h, then stained and analyzed, identifying PfRH5-

specific cells as those co-expressing CD25 with

OX40, CD137, or CD69 following stimulation. Fre-

quencies of CXCR5+ (cTfh cells), Th1

(CXCR3+CCR6�), Th2 (CXCR3�CCR6�), and Th17

(CXCR3�CCR6+) were also quantified within RH5-

specific CD4+CD45RO+ cells (all gating as in Fig-

ure S4).

(A) Frequencies of PfRH5-specific cells within

CD45RO+CD4+ T cells were compared between

each time point between trials.

(B–F) Within the PfRH5-specific CD45RO+CD4+

T cell population, the proportion of cells that were

CXCR5+ cTfh (B), CXCR3+CCR6� (Th1) (C),

CXCR3�CCR6� (Th2) (D), CXCR3�CCR6+ (Th17)

(E), or the ratio of Th1:Th2 cells (F) was also

compared between platforms at each time point.

(G–L) A multiplex bead-based assay was then

used to measure the supernatant concentrations

of cytokines, and the Th1/Th2/Th17 skew of the

cytokine response was determined by calculating

ratios of IFN-g:IL-5 (G), IFN-g:IL-17A (H), IFN-g:IL-

4 (I), IL-5-IL-17A (J), IL-4:IL-17A (K), and IL-2:IFN-g

(L) in supernatants from day 63 PBMCs.

In (A), all of the available samples were analyzed

(ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 0, n = 15/57;

day 7, n = 15/20; day 14, n = 15/57; and day 63, n =

11/22. In (B–F), samples were excluded if the total

number of PfRH5-specific CD45RO+CD4+ T cells

was <50 (ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 7, n =

12/20; day 14, n = 14/56; and day 63, n = 10/21. A

multiplex assay (G–L) was run on a subset of

samples (ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 63,

n = 9/15. Comparisons between trials were per-

formed using Mann-Whitney tests. *p < 0.05, **p <

0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001. In all of the

panels, each point represents a vaccinee. Lines

denote medians and interquartile ranges.
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to day 0 time points in one or both of the trials (Figure S5). Of

these, interleukin-5 (IL-5), IL-9, IL-17A, and IL-22 concentrations

were significantly higher in supernatants from protein/AS01B
vaccinees. Only IFN-g and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a)
Cell Rep
were higher in ChAd63-MVA vaccinees,

although differences in the concentrations

of these cytokines between trials did not

reach statistical significance (Figure S5).

To assess the skewing of the Th cytokines

produced, we calculated ratios between

supernatant concentrations of prototypi-

cal Th1, Th2, and Th17 cytokines. In line

with the Th1 versus Th2 bias observed in

the phenotype of the PfRH5-specific

CD4+Tcells elicited inChAd63vaccinees,

antigen-stimulated day 63 cell superna-

tants from these subjects had significantly
higher Th1:Th2 (IFN-g:IL-5; Figure 2G, p = 0.0002) and higher

Th1:Th17 (IFN-g:IL-17A; Figure 2H, p = 0.0021) cytokine ratios

than those from protein/AS01B vaccinees. Evaluation of the

Th1:Th2 bias based on the IFN-g:IL-4 ratio revealed a similar
orts Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021 5
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trend (ChAd63-MVAmedian ratio = 409.2; protein/AS01Bmedian

ratio = 50.8), although the difference did not reach statistical sig-

nificance (Figure 2I). There was no (IL-5:IL-17A) or minimal (IL-

4:IL-17A, ChAd63-MVA median ratio = 3.0; protein/AS01B me-

dian ratio = 0.7; p = 0.0001) difference between trials in the

Th2:Th17 cytokine ratio (Figures 2J and 2K). Interestingly, the

IL-2:IFN-g ratio was higher in protein/AS01B than ChAd63-MVA

vaccinee supernatants (Figure 2L, p = 0.0027), potentially also

indicating a greater Th1 bias in the latter group. All of the ratios

calculated from day 14 supernatant cytokines were consistent

with these trends (data not shown).

The protein/AS01B platform elicits a higher-magnitude,
more Tfh2-biased antigen-specific cTfh cell response
than ChAd63-MVA
Following this finding that the protein/AS01B platform elicited a

higher-magnitude, more Th2-biased antigen-specific CD4+

T cell response than the ChAd63-MVA platform, we proceeded

to use the AIM assay data to address the magnitude/nature of

the PfRH5-specific cTfh cell responses elicited in each trial

(defining cTfh cells as CXCR5+CD45RO+CD4+ cells and distin-

guishing subsets thereof within PfRH5-specific cells [identified

as in Figure S4], as shown in Figure S6). Subpopulations of

cTfh cells analyzed included the Tfh1-phenotype

(CXCR3+CCR6�), Tfh2-phenotype (CXCR3�CCR6�), and

Tfh17-phenotype (CXCR3�CCR6+) subsets, and also the

CXCR3�PD1+ subpopulation of cTfh in which resting memory

Tfh cells aremost highly enriched.9While both platforms induced

detectable PfRH5-specific cTfh cell responses following vacci-

nation (Figure S6), the protein/AS01B platform elicited a substan-

tially higher-magnitude PfRH5-specific cTfh response than

ChAd63-MVA (Figure 3A), with statistically significant differ-

ences in antigen-specific frequencies within the cTfh cell subset

at both day 14 (p = 0.0003) and day 63 (p = 0.0057). Differences

at these time points remained significant when the magnitude of

the antigen-specific cTfh cell response was instead compared in

terms of the frequencies of PfRH5-specific cTfh cells within total

CD45RO+CD4+ T cells (Figure S6). Intriguingly, PfRH5-specific

responses varied between cTfh cell subpopulations; within the

Tfh1-phenotype population, there was no significant difference

between platforms in the frequency of PfRH5-specific cells (Fig-

ure 3B), but higher frequencies of PfRH5-specific cells were

observed within the Tfh2-phenotype (Figure 3C) subset at day

14 (p < 0.0001) and day 63 (p = 0.0054) and the Tfh17-phenotype

(Figure 3D) subset at day 14 (p = 0.0007) and day 63 (p = 0.0108)

in protein/AS01B versus ChAd63-MVA vaccinees. The former

group also had a significantly higher frequency of PfRH5-specific

cells within the CXCR3-PD1+ subset of cTfh cells (Figure 3E) at

day 14 (p < 0.0001) and day 63 (p = 0.0002).

Within the total PfRH5-specific circulating cTfh population,

there was a trend toward a higher proportion of Tfh1-phenotype

cells in the ChAd63-MVA vaccinees (Figure 3F), and we also

observed a higher proportion of Tfh2-phenotype cells in the pro-

tein/AS01B vaccinees at day 14 (p = 0.0483; Figure 3G). The pro-

portions of Tfh17-phenotype cells within the PfRH5-specific cTfh

population (the majority of PfRH5-specific cells) were compara-

ble between the 2 platforms at all time points (Figure 3H). These

observations on the skew of the PfRH5-specific response paral-
6 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021
lel those made for the total memory CD4+ T cell population (Fig-

ure 2), and the ratio of Tfh1:Tfh2 cells within the RH5-specific Tfh

cell population was higher in the ChAd63-MVA vaccinees (Fig-

ure 3I; day 14, p = 0.002). Notably, while we observed similar

post-vaccination changes and differences between platforms

in the parent CD4+ T cell population (Figure 2) and the cTfh sub-

population (Figure 3), the trends we reported for the former are

not dependent on the inclusion of cTfh cells, as comparable dif-

ferences were observed when CXCR5+ cells were excluded from

these analyses (data not shown).

Transcriptional profiling of PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ CD4
T cells from ChAd63-MVA and protein/AS01B vaccinees
To provide further insight into qualitative differences in the anti-

gen-specific CD4+ T cell responses elicited by the 2 different

vaccine platforms, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was performed

on PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ (cTfh) and CXCR5� (non-Tfh) CD4+

T cells sorted from samples from 6 ChAd63-MVA vaccinees

and 5 protein/AS01B vaccinees (4 weeks following final vaccina-

tion). PfRH5-specific cells were identified on the basis of activa-

tion marker upregulation following stimulation with the PfRH5

peptide pool (Figure 4A).

Following false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment, 26 genes were

shown to be expressed at significantly lower and 9 at significantly

higher levels in the protein/AS01B vaccinees’ PfRH5-specific cTfh

cells (Table 2). The genes significantly elevated in ChAd63-MVA

vaccinees includedmultiple genes encodingproteins that regulate

the cellular response to, or are upregulated by, IFNs (e.g., PARP9,

PARP14, EPSTI1, IFI44L, CXCL11, IFI27, IFI44, GBP4, andMX1),

together with some indicators of T cell activation (e.g., CD38,

LAMP3; Table 2; Figure 4B). Further exploration of the transcrip-

tomic signatures of PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ cells by gene set

enrichment analysis (GSEA) indicated significant enrichment (p <

0.05, q < 0.05) of the IFN-g response pathway in PfRH5-specific

cTfh cells from ChAd63-MVA vaccinees, together with a trend

for the enrichment of IFN-a and cytosolic viral DNA-sensing path-

ways (Figure 4C). Conversely, pathways showing a trend for

enrichment inPfRH5-specific cTfhcells fromprotein/AS01Bvacci-

nees included the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor

(PPAR), fragment crystallizable epsilon receptor 1 (FcεRI), and

transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) signaling pathways. TGF-b

is among the cytokines that promote the differentiation of human

naive T cells into Tfh cells after antigenic stimulation,38,39 while

the FcεRI and PPAR signaling pathways are involved in driving

Th2 differentiation and the production of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 by

CD4+ T cells (Th2 cytokines that induceB cell activation and differ-

entiation, promoting antibody production40–43). These findings

suggest apossiblemechanisticbasis for thestrongerantigen-spe-

cific cTfh-inducing capacity of the protein/AS01B vaccine plat-

form, and furthermore support our conclusion that the functional

Th2 bias in the overall antigen-specific CD4+ T cell response eli-

cited in protein/AS01B vaccinees (Figure 2) is also reflected within

the antigen-specific cTfh cell population (Figure 3).

In the larger, more heterogeneous PfRH5-specific non-Tfh

CD4+ T cell population, genes expressed at significantly higher

levels in ChAd63-MVA vaccinees included TBX21, which en-

codes the Th1 master transcription factor Tbet, as well as genes

indicative of greater T cell activation and survival potential



Figure 3. Protein/AS01B platform induces a robust PfRH5-specific response within the cTfh cell population, with a qualitative skew toward
Tfh2

PBMCs were stimulated as in Figure 2 with PfRH5-specific and Tfh1/2/17 gating as per Figures S4 and S6, respectively. cTfh cells were defined as CXCR5+ cells

within CD45RO+CD4+ T cells and delineating the CXCR3-PD1+ subset of CXCR5+CD45RO+CD4+ cTfh.

(A–E) Frequencies of PfRH5-specific cells were compared at each time point within cTfh cells (A), Tfh1 cells (B), Tfh2 cells (C), Tfh17 cells (D), and CXCR3�PD1+

cells (E).

(F–I) Within the PfRH5-specific cTfh cell population, the proportion of cells at each time point that was Tfh1 cells (F), Tfh2 cells (G), Tfh17 cells (H), or the ratio of%

Tfh1:Tfh2 (I) was also compared between platforms. All of the available samples were analyzed (ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 0, n = 15/57; day 7, n = 15/20;

day 14, n = 15/57; and day 63, n = 11/22.

In (B–E), samples were excluded if the total number of Tfh1/Th2/Th17 or CXCR3�PD1+ cells was <50 in either the medium alone or PfRH5 peptide pool sample

(ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 0, n = 15/55–57; day 7, n = 15/19–20; day 14, n = 15/ 55–57; and day 63, n = 11/21. In (F–I), data points were excluded if the

total number of responding cTfh cells was <50 (ChAd63-MVA/protein/AS01B): day 7, n = 5/7; day 14, n = 6/36; and day 63, n = 8/16. Comparisons between trials

were performed using Mann-Whitney tests. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001. In all of the panels, each point represents a vaccinee. Lines

denote medians and interquartile ranges.
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(CD33, IL-15, LAMP3, JUND) and a response to IFN (CXCL10,

IFI27) (Figure S7; Table S1). GSEA suggested a trend toward

enrichment of genes in IFN-triggered pathways following

ChAd63-MVA, versus a trend for the upregulation of the

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway and

numerous pathways involved in amino acid metabolism after

protein/AS01B (Figure S7). mTOR promotes aerobic glycolysis

and plays a crucial role in effector Th1/Th2/Th17 cell differentia-

tion, expansion, and effector function44; these results therefore

suggest the induction of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells with

potent Th1/Th2/Th17 effector capacity in protein/AS01B vacci-

nees, consistent with high levels of effector cytokine release
following PfRH5 stimulation of PBMCs from this group (Figures

2 and S5). These findings further underscore the impact of the

vaccine platform on the quality of the antigen-specific effector

CD4+ T cell response elicited in vaccine recipients.

Frequencies of antigen-specific cTfh cells correlate
with peak anti-PfRH5 IgG concentration, frequency of
PfRH5-specific mBCs, and purified IgG in vitro

neutralization activity
Our interest in understanding the antigen-specific cTfh cell

response in the ChAd63-MVA and protein/AS01B platforms is

based on the hypothesis that Tfh cell activation is required for
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021 7



Figure 4. Transcriptomic analysis of PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ cells identifies signatures associated with the superior humoral immune

response in protein/AS01B vaccinees

PBMCs from 4 weeks following final vaccination from vaccinees receiving PfRH5 delivered using ChAd63-MVA (n = 6) or protein/AS01B (n = 5) platforms were

stimulated with a PfRH5 peptide pool (2.5 mL/mL) for 24 h and stained for phenotypic and activation markers.

(A) Representative gating strategy for sorting of PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ and CXCR5�CD4+ T cells.

(B) Volcano plot illustrating genes that were differentially expressed in PfRH5-specific CXCR5+CD4+ T cells from ChAd63-MVA versus protein/AS01B vaccinees.

FDR-adjusted p values are shown on the y axis and log2 fold change on the x axis. Individual transcript names are shown for some points.

(C) Results from Gene Ontology enrichment analysis using Hallmark and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) databases. The network

enrichment score (NES) for each pathway enriched or trending to be enriched (p < 0.1) in PfRH5-specific CXCR5+CD4+ T cells from either ChAd63-MVA or

protein/AS01B vaccinees is illustrated, together with the p value; p values in bold remained significant after FDR correction (q < 0.05).
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induction of a strong humoral response. We therefore used

Spearman correlation analyses to assess the relationship be-

tweenPfRH5-specific cTfh cell frequencies and 3major readouts

of humoral immunogenicity: the frequency of IgG antibody-

secreting cells (ASCs) that are PfRH5 specific (day 63), peak

anti-PfRH5 serum IgG concentration (day 84), and frequency of

PfRH5-specific cells within the IgG+ mBC population (day 140;

gating strategy shown in Figure S8). We additionally performed

correlation analyses with an in vitro functional antibody param-

eter: neutralizing activity of purified total IgG (day 70) in a GIA

assay against blood-stage P. falciparum parasites, a readout

which we have demonstrated to constitute a mechanistic corre-

late of protection.30,31 Detailed analysis of these (and other) hu-

moral immunogenicity parameters in each vaccine trial is or will

be reported in the primary trial publications1 (A.M.M. et al., data

not shown). These 4 parameters each correlated with days 14

and/or 63 cTfh cell frequencies (Figures 5A–5C, S9, and S10;

see graphs for n, Spearman r, and p values). Although there

was no relationship between the frequency of PfRH5-specific

cTfh cells at day 14 and the PfRH5 plasmablast response as

measured by ASC ELISpot, we did observe a significant correla-

tion with PfRH5-specific cTfh cell frequencies at day 63 (Fig-
8 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021
ure S9; note ASCELISpot data available for protein/AS01B vacci-

nees only). Consistent with this, the day 63 frequency of

plasmablasts within the total B cell population (measured by

flow cytometry for vaccinees from both trials) also correlated

with the frequency of PfRH5-specific cTfh cells at day 63 but

not day 14 (Figure S10). Conversely, we observed a significant

correlation between the frequency of IgG+ PfRH5-specific

mBCs at day 140 and antigen-specific cTfh cells at day 14 (Fig-

ure 5A), but not day 63 (Figure S9), although this was putatively

due to a reduction in statistical power resulting from a smaller

day 63 sample size. Finally, we observed significant correlations

between both days 14 and 63 antigen-specific cTfh cell fre-

quencies and peak anti-PfRH5 IgG (Figures 5B and S9) and GIA

(Figures 5C and S9). Notably, the correlations between PfRH5-

specific cTfh cell responses and anti-PfRH5 IgG concentration

or PfRH5-specific mBC frequencies persisted when protein/

AS01B vaccinees were analyzed alone (data not shown).

Th2 qualitative skew associated with protein/AS01B

platform may be linked to superior IgG B cell responses
In light of published data suggesting that Tfh1 cells are inferior

helpers of B cell humoral responses (reviewed in Koutsakos



Table 2. Genes exhibiting significant differential expression in

PfRH5-specific CXCR5+CD4+ T cells from ChAd63-MVA versus

protein/AS01B vaccinees

Gene name log2 fold changea pb padjc

Genes significantly elevated in PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ cells from

ChAd63-MVA versus protein/AS01B vaccinees (padj < 0.05)

LAMP3 2.272789216 6.58E�10 9.52E�6

EPSTI1 1.965551847 1.60E�9 1.16E�5

SAMD9L 1.767361405 2.59E�9 1.25E�5

PARP9 1.445906493 6.26E�9 2.26E�5

GBP1 1.728592469 2.16E�7 6.25E�4

PARP14 1.08386039 5.00E�7 9.97E�4

MT2A 1.055914157 5.51E�7 9.97E�4

NEXN 2.367357699 6.47E�7 1.04E�3

GBP4 1.416953658 1.04E�6 1.50E�3

GBP1P1 2.222556141 1.71E�6 2.20E�3

XAF1 1.979815403 1.82E�6 2.20E�3

IFI44 1.859295207 2.38E�6 2.65E�3

IFI44L 2.192709426 3.77E�6 3.54E�3

PARP12 1.089549049 7.07E�6 5.39E�3

MX1 2.011280932 7.07E�6 5.39E�3

CD38 1.827598259 9.29E�6 6.40E�3

OAS2 1.488737846 1.10E�5 7.24E�3

IFIH1 1.204575617 1.59E�5 9.98E�3

ETV7 1.520984294 1.91E�5 1.15E�2

CXCL11 2.197707279 2.57E�5 1.48E�2

BCL2L14 1.893427738 3.12E�5 1.67E�2

IFI27 2.013182177 4.51E�5 2.22E�2

IFI6 1.827966249 4.60E�5 2.22E�2

GPATCH1 0.77259541 4.93E�5 2.30E�2

CPNE8 1.242453104 8.09E�5 3.55E�2

PARP11 0.560307668 8.54E�5 3.64E�2

Genes significantly reduced in PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ cells from

ChAd63-MVA versus protein/AS01B vaccinees (padj < 0.05)

TPGS2 �0.591165012 4.24E�7 9.97E�4

FLJ21408 �1.456625333 3.46E�6 3.54E�3

TPP1 �0.665841538 3.92E�6 3.54E�3

FCGRT �1.211341921 4.34E�6 3.70E�3

ICAM5 �2.31437469 8.14E�6 5.89E�3

ADAM8 �0.685269989 2.71E�5 1.51E�2

LOC113230 �1.523476907 3.99E�5 2.06E�2

CRTAP �0.834799548 7.69E�5 3.48E�2

C11orf35 �1.380148661 1.12E�4 4.65E�2

FDR, false discovery rate.
aElevation or reduction in ChAd63-MVA versus protein/AS01B vaccinees.
bDifference between groups, unadjusted p value.
cFalse discovery rate (FDR) adjp value. Only genes for which padj < 0.05

are listed.
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et al.15) and our own observations demonstrating a difference in

Th1:Th2 skew between the ChAd63-MVA and protein/AS01B
platforms, we explored whether there was any relationship be-

tween humoral immunity parameters and indicators of Th/Tfh
cell quality. For the latter, we focusedon those readouts forwhich

we had previously observed statistically significant differences

between the vaccine platforms: frequencies of Th1- or Th2-

phenotype cellswithin PfRH5-specificCD4+ T cells at day 14; fre-

quency of Tfh2-phenotype cells within total PfRH5-specific cTfh

cells at day 14; and the Th1:Th2 cytokine ratio (IFN-g:IL-5) at day

63 (summarized in Figures 5D–5H and Table S2). A weak positive

correlation was observed between the PfRH5-specific mBC

response and the PfRH5-specific Tfh2 cell frequency (Table

S2), while the PfRH5-specific Th2 cell frequency correlated with

anti-PfRH5 serum IgG (Figure 5D) and GIA (Table S2).

Conversely, the frequency of Th1 cells within the PfRH5-specific

CD4+ T cell population correlated negatively with day 84 anti-

PfRH5 IgG (Figure 5E) and day 140 anti-PfRH5 IgG+ mBC fre-

quency (Table S2). Consistent with an association between a

Th2/Tfh2 CD4+ T cell skew and a superior IgG+ B cell response,

the IFN-g:IL-5 ratio in day 63 supernatants also negatively corre-

lated with day 140 anti-PfRH5 IgG+ mBC frequency, day 84 anti-

PfRH5 serum IgG, and day 70 GIA (Figures 5F–5H). While both

platforms induce polyfunctional responses, our data suggest a

link between a qualitative shift toward a more Th2-biased CD4+

Th cell and cTfh cell response and the enhanced humoral immu-

nogenicity of the protein/AS01B platform relative to ChAd63-

MVA.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we directly compared antigen-specific cTfh cell re-

sponses elicited by 2 different vaccine platforms in humans: het-

erologous viral vectors (e.g., similar to those deployed for Ebola)

and protein with AS01B adjuvant (part of GlaxoSmithKline’s adju-

vant systems; asused in theRTS,Smalaria vaccine currently in pi-

lot implementation and the highly successful shingles vaccine

Shingrix). We chose to compare the responses elicited in trials

in which each platform was deployed in the regimen typically

used clinically: a 2-dose heterologous vector prime-boost

regimen for ChAd63-MVA and a 3-dose regimen for the protein/

AS01B. Historical pre-clinical and clinical data have determined

that the use of >2 doses in a viral vector regimen does not further

improve antibody responses,45,46 while conversely, at least 3

doses are routinely required for subunit vaccines.47 Both plat-

forms have shown promise against different pathogens, but there

has yet to be a nuanced comparison of the human CD4+ Tfh cell

responses they elicit and correlation with humoral immunoge-

nicity. We demonstrated that protein/AS01B drove a more robust

PfRH5-specific cTfh cell response than theChAd63-MVAheterol-

ogous viral vector platform and that antigen-specific cTfh fre-

quencies correlated with key markers of humoral immunity,

includingantigen-specific IgGconcentrationandmBCfrequency.

Qualitatively, we observed that although Tfh17-phenotype cells

predominated within the antigen-specific cTfh population elicited

inbothvaccine trials, theprotein/AS01Bplatform inducedahigher

proportion of Tfh2 cells within the antigen-specific cTfh cell pop-

ulation, while the ChAd63-MVA vaccinees conversely had a

higher frequency of Tfh1 cells. These data were strongly sup-

ported by RNA-seq data from sorted PfRH5-specific cells and

measurements of Th cytokines in supernatants from PfRH5 pep-

tide-stimulated PBMCs. Importantly, however, these correlations
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021 9



Figure 5. cTfh cell responses and parame-

ters of Th1:Th2 skew correlate with key

markers of humoral immunogenicity

(A–C) Spearman correlation analyses were per-

formed to interrogate the relationships between

the frequency of PfRH5-specific cTfh cells at day

14 and the frequency of IgG+ mBCs that were

PfRH5 specific at day 140 (A), the serum anti-

PfRH5 IgG concentration at day 84 (B), and the

purified IgG GIA at 10 mg/mL at day 70 (C).

(D–H) Spearman correlation analyses were also

performed between the frequency of Th2

(CXCR3�CCR6�) (D) or Th1 (CXCR3+CCR6�) (E)
cells within PfRH5-specific CD45RO+CD4+ T cells

at day 14 and serum anti-PfRH5 IgG concentration

at day 84, as well as between the IFN-g:IL-5 ratio in

day 63 supernatants and the frequency of IgG+

mBCs that were PfRH5 specific at day 140 (F),

serum anti-PfRH5 IgG concentration at day 84 (G),

and the purified IgGGIA at 10 mg/mL at day 70 (H).

Sample sizes, Spearman r, and p values annotated

on the graphs refer to analyses of pooled samples

from both vaccine platforms. In all of the panels,

each point represents a vaccinee.
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are not simply artefacts of the protein/AS01B platform beingmore

immunogenic. IFN-g ELISpot data clearly showed that the

ChAd63-MVA platform is a more robust driver of T cell IFN-g re-

sponses; thus, readouts indicating superior immunogenicity of

the protein/AS01B platform appear to be those specifically linked

to the humoral response. The PfRH5-specific cTfh cell RNA-seq
10 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021
analysis detected a higher expression of

several genes related to IFN signaling in

ChAd63-MVA vaccinees, while multiple

genes related to Tfh and Th2 cell differen-

tiation were more strongly expressed in

protein/AS01B vaccinees (e.g., PPAR,

FcεRI, TGF-b). Our data support a model

inwhich the protein/AS01B platformdrives

a greater Th2/Tfh2 bias in the antigen-spe-

cific CD4+ response relative to the

ChAd63-MVA platform (although the Th2/

Tfh2 component does not dominate the

overall response in protein/AS01B vacci-

nees; our analyses indicate that themajor-

ity of antigen-specific Tfh elicited by both

platforms are Tfh17 cells).

In-depth analysis of GC Tfh responses

at serial post-vaccination time points in

clinical trials is hampered by the difficulty

in sampling lymphoid tissues in humans.

However, cTfh cells in the peripheral

blood memory CD4+ T cell pool exhibit

phenotypic, functional, gene expression,

and T cell receptor repertoire profiles

similar to those of lymphoid tissue CD4+

Tfh populations.8–14 Although the rela-

tionship between these cTfh cells and

lymphoid tissue Tfh subsets remains
incompletely understood,48 it is increasingly accepted that anal-

ysis of cTfh populations can provide insight into post-vaccina-

tion GC responses.16,18,20,22,24–26,28 Plasma concentrations of

CXCL13 have also been reported as a proxy peripheral indicator

of GC activity.49,50 However, we did not observe any consistent

post-vaccination trends in plasma CXCL13 levels (data not
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shown), suggesting that this is not a robust universal indicator of

GC responses. Others have similarly failed to observe post-

vaccination changes in CXCL13 concentration,23 and the original

report, in fact, observed this only with HIV and yellow fever vac-

cines, but not with an inactivated trivalent influenza vaccine.49 In

the absence of a reliable chemokine (or other) biomarker, the

value of insight from antigen-specific cTfh cell frequencies into

ongoing responses in GCs is even greater.

Induction of a superior humoral response by the protein/

AS01B platform was associated with not only a higher-magni-

tude but also a more Th2-biased antigen-specific cTfh response

than that elicited by ChAd63-MVA immunization. This observa-

tion is consistent with prior studies showing that bulk memory

cTfh2 and cTfh17 cells produce high levels of IL-21 and provide

help to both naive B cells and mBCs in vitro, whereas cTfh1 cells

support mBC responses poorly and do not provide help to naive

B cells.8,9,11 Likewise, seasonal influenza vaccines elicit an anti-

gen-specific cTfh1 response;16,18,25,28 and whereas the cTfh1

cells activated following vaccination are able to provide help

for antigen-loaded influenza-specific mBCs in vitro, they pro-

duce insufficient IL-21 to support naive B cell activation.16

Furthermore, although seasonal influenza vaccines elicit an initial

increase in serum antibody avidity, this is not sustained, sug-

gesting that although influenza-specific cTfh1 may drive high-af-

finity preexisting mBCs to undergo activation and plasmablast

differentiation, they may provide inefficient support for sustained

GC responses.51

Our data also cohere to the literature within themalaria field on

the role of Tfh cell subsets in anti-malarial B cell responses.

Sorted Tfh2 or Tfh17 cells frommalaria-exposed Malian children

are capable of inducing B cells to proliferate and produce IgG in

co-culture assays,52 but malaria infection induces Th1 cytokines

that drive the inferior Tfh1 subset.52More recently, the co-admin-

istration of ChAd63 andMVA viral vectorswith RTS,S led to an in-

crease inCXCR3+cTfhcells,whichnegatively correlatedwith IgG

responses to theRTS,Santigen circumsporozoite protein.27Both

articles suggested that Tfh1 cell responses, and the associated

pro-inflammatory IFN-g signaling, are detrimental for inducing

humoral responses against malarial antigens (also reviewed in

Hansen et al.53). It therefore follows that for a pathogen in which

protection is antibody mediated, such as blood-stage malaria,

the optimal response is one that promotes antigen-specific

Tfh2/Th17 responses rather than Tfh1.53 We found that the ratio

of IFN-g:IL-5 (i.e., Th1:Th2) cytokines in supernatants from

PfRH5-stimulatedPBMCsnegatively correlateswith both the fre-

quency of PfRH5-specific IgG+ mBCs and GIA (p = 0.0082 and

p = 0.0053, respectively; Table S2). Unfortunately, targeting a

Tfh2/Th17 response may be particularly challenging in the

context of endemic malaria, in which immune responses may

be chronically skewed toward a pro-inflammatory phenotype.

Of relevance is a recent publication reporting cTfh cell activa-

tion in Tanzanian volunteers (a malaria-exposed population)

following administration of the blood-stage vaccine candidate

P27A with either an oil-in-water emulsion (GLA-SE) or an alum

adjuvant.13 Here, a more robust expansion of bulk cTfh cells in

the GLA-SE arm indicated that altering adjuvant is a feasible

approach to target enhanced Tfh cell help for B cell responses.

While the authors reported no differences in the quality of the
cTfh cell response between the 2 adjuvant groups, it is possible

that this was related to the lack of an antigen-specific approach

and/or the small sample size (n = 8 per group). Alternatively, it

may be that differences in innate responses to the P27A peptide

with GLA-SE versus alum are less pronounced than the differ-

ences in responses driven by ChAd63-MVA as compared

to protein/AS01B, or that a putative intrinsic Th1 bias in ma-

laria-exposed individuals is strong enough to obscure any subtle

changes detectable in malaria-naive UK populations. It will be of

great interest to compare antigen-specific Tfh responses in

(PfRH5) vaccine trials in malaria-exposed vaccinees to ascertain

whether a protein/adjuvant platform is sufficient to induce a Th2

bias as compared to ChAd63-MVA, equivalent to what we have

observed in malaria-naive vaccinees in the United Kingdom.

In vitro GIA and in vivo growth inhibition data from malaria

challenge trials have convincingly demonstrated that protection

from blood-stagemalaria can be achievedwith a PfRH5 vaccine,

contingent on the induction of sufficiently high titers of anti-RH5

IgG30,31 (A.M.M. et al., data not shown). Understanding the

mechanisms by which this IgG response can be modulated is

therefore critical. Our results are informative for guiding the

next stages of blood-stage malaria vaccine development, and

vaccine development against any pathogen in which protection

is antibody mediated and a sustained high-titer antibody

response is required for prophylaxis. Of note, the associations

that we have observed between day 14 cTfh cell responses

and IgG and mBC responses as late as day 140 suggest that

relatively early cTfh cell responses may have predictive values

of peak humoral immunogenicity and longevity.

Our data strongly indicate that the vaccine platform affects the

magnitude and quality of post-vaccination antigen-specific

CD4+ Th cell and cTfh cell responses. Further investigations of

PfRH5 vaccine candidates or other antigens could focus on

interrogating the links between adjuvant selection and the induc-

tion of optimal Tfh cell help, as well as making not only quantita-

tive but also qualitative comparisons between the cTfh re-

sponses induced by protein/AS01B and newer platforms such

as novel virus-like particle (VLP) constructs or nucleoside-modi-

fied mRNA-containing lipid nanoparticles.54 Interrogation of the

impact of antigen dose, which was outside the scope of this

study, may also be warranted. Ultimately, an improved under-

standing of the cellular mediators of humoral responses will

help guide vaccine development against pathogens where dura-

ble, high concentration antibody is required to mediate

protection.

Limitations of study
Themain limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size,

particularly for some of the correlations. This was predominantly

due to restrictions in PBMC availability and sample exclusions in

the flow cytometry analyses when the parent population con-

tained <50 cells (as detailed in the STAR methods and the figure

legends). Our conclusions could therefore be strengthened by

repeating the vaccine platform comparison with samples from

additional clinical trials, perhaps with a different antigen or in a

different population. Similarly, larger sample sizes would in-

crease the statistical power of the analyses and thus improve

the capacity to detect smaller differences between platforms. A
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larger sample size would have also permitted an interrogation of

any impact of dosing within each clinical trial. Finally, while the

use of cTfh cells from peripheral blood samples as proxies for

the GC Tfh cell response is widely accepted, it would be of great

interest to conduct equivalent analyses with draining lymph node

aspirate samples.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rat anti-human CXCR5-BB515. Clone

RF8B2.

BD Cat# 564624, RRID:AB_2738871

Mouse anti-human CXCR3-PE-Cy5. Clone

1C6/CXCR3.

BD Cat# 551128, RRID:AB_394061

Mouse anti-human CD25-PE-Cy7. Clone

2A3.

BD Cat# 335824, RRID:AB_2868687

Mouse anti-human CD3-PE-TR. Clone 7D6. Life Tech. Cat# MHCD0317, RRID:AB_10376002

Mouse anti-human CCR6-PE. Clone 11A9. BD Cat# 551773, RRID:AB_394247

Mouse anti-human CD4-APC-H7. Clone

SK3.

BD Cat# 641398, RRID:AB_1645732

Mouse anti-human CD8a-AF700. Clone

RPA-T8.

Biolegend Cat# 301028, RRID:AB_493745

Mouse anti-human CD38-BV785. Clone

HIT2.

Biolegend Cat# 303530, RRID:AB_2565893

Mouse anti-human CD45RA-BV711. Clone

HI100.

Biolegend Cat# 304138, RRID:AB_2563815

Mouse anti-human CCR7-BV650. Clone

G043H7.

Biolegend Cat# 353234, RRID:AB_2563867

Mouse anti-human ICOS-Biotin. Clone ISA-

3.

Invitrogen Cat# 13-9948-82, RRID:AB_467004

Mouse anti-human PD1-BV421. Clone

EH12.2H7.

Biolegend Cat# 329920, RRID:AB_10960742

Mouse anti-human Ki67-PerCP-ef710.

Clone 20Raj1.

Invitrogen Cat# 46-5699-42, RRID:AB_10804653

Rat anti-human Foxp3-APC. Clone

PCH101.

eBioscience Cat# 17-4776-42, RRID:AB_1603280

Mouse anti-human CD183-APC. Clone

1C6/CXCR3.

BD Cat# 550967, RRID:AB_398481

Rat anti-human CXCR5 APC-R700. Clone

RF8B2.

BD Cat# 565191, RRID:AB_2739103

Mouse anti-human CCR6-BV711. Clone

G034E3.

Biolegend Cat# 353436, RRID:AB_2629608

Mouse anti-human CD14- BV510. Clone

M5E2.

Biolegend Cat# 301842, RRID:AB_2561946

Mouse anti-human CD19-BV510. Clone

SJ25C1.

BD Cat# 562947, RRID:AB_2737912

Mouse anti-human CD137-BV650. Clone

4B4-1.

Biolegend Cat# 309828, RRID:AB_2572193

Mouse anti-human CD45RO-BV785. Clone

UCHL1.

Biolegend Cat# 304234, RRID:AB_2563819

Mouse anti-human OX40-PE. Clone L106. BD Cat# 340420, RRID:AB_400027

Mouse anti-human CD69-PE-Cy5. Clone

FN50.

BD Cat# 555532, RRID:AB_395917

Mouse anti-human CD8-PE-TR. Clone 3B5. Invitrogen Cat# MHCD0817, RRID:AB_10372359
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Mouse anti-human CD3-BV605. Clone

UCHT1.

Biolegend Cat# 300460, RRID:AB_2564380

Mouse anti-human CD19-PE-Cy7. Clone

SJ25C1.

BD Cat# 557835, RRID:AB_396893

Mouse anti-human IgG-BB515. Clone G18-

145.

BD Cat# 564581, RRID:AB_2738854

Mouse anti-human CD27-BV711. Clone M-

T271.

BD Cat# 564893, RRID:AB_2739003

Mouse anti-human CD21-BV421. Clone B-

ly4.

BD Cat# 562966, RRID:AB_2737921

Mouse anti-human IgM-BV510. Clone G20-

127.

BD Cat# 563113, RRID:AB_2738010

Mouse anti-human CD24-APC-H7. Clone

ML5.

Biolegend Cat# 311132, RRID:AB_2566347

Mouse anti-human CD19-BV650. Clone

HIB19.

Biolegend Cat# 302238, RRID:AB_2562097

Biological samples

Pooled human AB plasma Sigma H4522

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Live/Dead Aqua Invitrogen L34966

Streptavidin-BV605 BD Cat# 563260, RRID:AB_2869476

Streptavidin-BB515 BD Cat# 564453, RRID:AB_2869580

Fixable viability stain 780 BD Cat# 565388, RRID:AB_2869673

Streptavidin-PE Invitrogen S866

Streptavidin-APC eBioscience 405207

Monobiotinylated RH5 This paper N/A

Benzonase endonuclease Merck 70746-3

Trustain Biolegend Cat# 422302, RRID:AB_2818986

50 20-mer PfRH5 peptides Synthesized by NeoScientific, obtained

from Simon Draper

n/a

Critical commercial assays

Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer

Set

eBioscience 00-5523-00

Human Pan B Cell Enrichment Kit StemCell 19554

Cytofix/Cytoperm BD Cat# 554714, RRID:AB_2869008

LEGENDplex Human Th Cytokine Panel Kit Biolegend Cat# 740001 and 740722,

RRID:AB_2784515

RNeasy mini kit QIAGEN 74104

Clontech Ultra Low Input v4 kit Illumina FC-131-1096

Deposited data

RNaseq from RH5-specific CXCR5+ and

CXCR5- CD4+ T cells

This paper NCBI SRA database, BioProject accession

number PRJNA602552

Software and algorithms

BD FACSDiva v8 BD n/a

FlowJo v9-10 TreeStar n/a

Prism v8 GraphPad n/a

LEGENDplex Data Analysis Software for

LEGENDplex Multi-analyte Flow Assay Kits

v8

Biolegend n/a

STAR v 2.3.1 s n/a n/a
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DESeq2 v1.0.17 n/a n/a

GSEA v3 and MsigDB v6 containing

Hallmark genesets and Kegg curated

pathways (CP)

n/a n/a
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Carolyn

Nielsen (carolyn.nielsen@ndm.ox.ac.uk).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
The RNASeq data generated during this study are available from the NCBI SRA database, BioProject accession number

PRJNA602552: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/study/?acc=PRJNA602552&o=acc_s%3Aa.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

This study entailed comparison of the immune responses elicited in two clinical trials employing different vaccine platforms to deliver

the same antigen (PfRH5): heterologous viral vectors consisting of a ChAd63-RH5 prime, followed by a MVA-RH5 boost1

(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02181088), and a three-dose series of full length PfRH5 protein (RH5.1) with AS01B adjuvant

(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT029271452; adjuvant provided by GlaxoSmithKline). The PfRH5 sequence, encoded as a transgene

in ChAd63-RH5 and MVA-RH5 or expressed from a Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2; ExpreS2ion Biotechnologies) stable cell line for the

protein/AS01B platform, is based on the 3D7 clone of P. falciparum. This sequence was conserved between the two trials, with the

exception of six threonine to alanine substitutions in the full-length protein construct, RH5.1, to prevent N-linked glycosylation during

protein production and the addition of ‘C-tag’ to allow protein purification.2

The ChAd63-MVA and protein/AS01B clinical trials from which samples were used in this study were approved by the Oxford

Research Ethics Committee A in the UK (REC references 14/SC/0120 and 16/SC/0345, respectively) as well as by the UKMedicines

and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA; references 21584/0331/001-0001 and 21584/0362/001-0001, respectively). All

volunteers gave written informed consent.

Vaccine regimens are presented in Table 1. A comparison of responses between standard regimen groups and the delayed frac-

tional dose regimen group within the protein/AS01B trial was outside the scope of this study; samples from time points after

the delayed fractional dose were not included in the analyses presented here, with the exception of one sample employed for the

transcriptome work. As there were no significant differences in the serum anti-PfRH5 IgG concentration or the PfRH5-specific

T cell responses detected in IFN-g ELISPOT assays between dose groups within the standard regimens of each trial (Tables 1

and2)1 (data not shown), groups were pooled for all analyses performed in this study to maximize the statistical power to detect dif-

ferences between vaccine platforms.

Demographic characteristics of vaccinees are presented in Table 1; note that this table summarizes information for only those vac-

cinees included in the study presented in this paper (selected based on PBMC availability), rather than all vaccinees within the

respective trials. There were no significant differences between trials in the proportion of female vaccinees (Fisher’s exact test,

p = 0.2302) or the age of vaccinees (Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.2650). The maximum sample size was n = 15 of the 24 vaccinees

in the ChAd63-MVA trial and n = 57 of the 64 vaccinees in the protein/AS01B trial. However, as sufficient PBMCs were not available

from every time point to enable analyses to be performed in all 72 vaccinees, group sizes for some assays were lower (as specified in

the figure legends). Datasets for certain parameters within the flow cytometry analyses are also smaller than the group sizes reported

in the legends as samples were excluded from downstream analysis if the parent cell population contained fewer than 50 events.

Similarly, intra-trial comparisons were limited to only those vaccinees where samples were available from all time points.

METHOD DETAILS

Existing anti-RH5 IgG, IFN-g ELISPOT, antibody secreting cell (ASC) ELISPOT, and growth inhibitory activity (GIA) datasets reported

elsewhere were used in correlation analyses. In brief, for anti-PfRH5 IgG, total anti-PfRH5 IgG AU titers were quantified in pre- and
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post-vaccination sera samples using a standardized enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA55) against full-length RH5 protein

(RH5.1). The reciprocal of the test sample dilution giving an optical density at 405nm (OD405) of 1.0 in the standardized assay was

used to assign an ELISA unit value of the standard. A standard curve and Gen5 ELISA software (Biotech, UK) was used to convert

the OD405 of individual test samples into arbitrary units (AU). These responses in AU were then reported in mg/ml concentrations

following generation of a conversion factor by calibration-free concentration analysis (CFCA), as previously reported for ChAd63-

MVA.1 For ex vivo IFN-g ELISPOTs, PBMC were isolated from fresh blood samples, stimulated with a PfRH5 peptide pool at a final

concentration of 5mg/ml of each peptide, and antigen-specific IFN-g-producing cell frequencies were calculated from IFN-g spot-

forming units (SFU) per million PBMC. Background responses in unstimulated control wells were subtracted from peptide-stimulated

wells.1 Fresh PBMC were also used for ex vivo ASC ELISPOTs (protein/AS01B vaccinees only). Here, plates were coated with RH5.1

protein or polyvalent Ig (H1700, Caltag) and PfRH5-specific ASCs were reported as a percentage of total IgG-secreting B cells.1,56

For both ELISPOTs, plates were counted using an AID ELISPOT plate reader. GIA of post-vaccination serum samples at 10mg/ml

total IgGwas assessed at theGIA Reference Center (NIAID, NIH) as previously described.1,57 In brief, purified IgG samples were incu-

bated with P. falciparum-infected red blood cells for 40 hours at 37�C, and biochemical determination of parasite lactate dehydro-

genase used to quantify final parasitemia in each well.

Flow cytometry assays
Assays detailed individually below. Unless otherwise stated, all samples were acquired on a Fortessa X20 flow cytometer using BD

FACSDiva8.0 (both BD Biosciences) and data were analyzed in FlowJo (v10, Treestar). Antibody catalog numbers and clones are

summarized in Table S3.

For bulk ex vivo T cell and B cell analyses, cryopreserved PBMCwere thawed into R10media (RPMI [R0883, Sigma] supplemented

with 10% heat-inactivated FCS [60923, Biosera], 100U/ml penicillin / 0.1mg/mL streptomycin [P0781, Sigma], 2mM L-glutamine

[G7513, Sigma]) then washed and rested in IMDM-10 (Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium [13390, Sigma] supplemented 10%

pooled human AB plasma [H4522, Sigma]) in the presence of benzonase endonuclease (70746-3, Merck). PBMC were incubated

with Trustain (422302, Biolegend) to block Fc receptors before staining. For the ex vivo T cell assay, prior to intracellular and intra-

nuclear staining cells were fixed and permeabilized with Foxp3 / Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (00-5523-00, eBioscience).

For antigen-specific ex vivo B cell analysis, PfRH5-specific mBCs were quantified pre- and post-vaccination by staining with fluo-

rophore-conjugated PfRH5 probes. Monobiotinylated PfRH5 was produced by transient co-transfection of HEK293F cells with a

plasmid encoding BirA biotin ligase and a plasmid encoding a modified full-length PfRH5. The PfRH5 plasmid was based on

‘RH5-bio’ (gift from Gavin Wright [Addgene plasmid # 47780; http://n2t.net/addgene:47780;RRID:Addgene_47780]58) which in-

cludes a CD4 tag to improve expression and a biotin acceptor peptide (BAP). RH5-bio was modified prior to transfection to incor-

porate a ‘C-tag’ for subsequent protein purification, aswell as a 15 amino acid deletion at a predicted cleavage site.Monobiotinylated

PfRH5 was purified via CaptureSelect affinity C-tag resin (Life Technologies), eluted with 2M MgCl2 20mM Tris pH 7.4, dialyzed in

PBS, and stored at �80�C until use. Probes were freshly prepared for each experiment, using a protocol adapted from Franz

et al.59 and Wang et al.,60 by incubation of monobiotinylated PfRH5 with streptavidin-PE or streptavidin-APC at an approximately

4:1 molar ratio to facilitate tetramer generation and subsequently centrifuging to remove aggregates. Cryopreserved PBMC were

enriched for B cells with a Human Pan-B cell Enrichment Kit (19554, StemCell), stained, and fixed with Cytofix/Cytoperm

(554714, BD Biosciences). Samples were acquired on an LSR II (BD Biosciences) the same day and data were analyzed in FlowJo

(version 10, Treestar).

For the in vitro activation induced marker (AIM) T cell assay, PBMC obtained from the same cryopreserved vials as in the bulk

ex vivo assay above were rested for six hours in IMDM-10 (I3390, Sigma) in the presence of benzonase endonuclease (70746-3, Milli-

pore). PBMCwere then stimulated for 24 hours at 37�C in IMDM-10 with a PfRH5 peptide pool (20-mer peptides spanning full-length

PfRH5 protein, overlapping by 10 amino acids, total of 50 peptides [NeoScientific]1) using each peptide at a final concentration of

2.5mg/ml, or with 1mg/ml Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB; S-4881, Sigma) as a positive control. Medium only served as a negative

control. Anti-human CXCR3-APC was included in the cell culture medium. Following incubation, PBMC were stained and fixed with

Cytofix/Cytoperm (554714, BD Biosciences). PfRH5-specific cells were defined using Boolean gating as cells co-expressing CD25

with OX40 and/or CD137 and/or CD69 following stimulation with the PfRH5 peptide pool. The frequency of activated cells in sample-

matched unstimulated wells was subtracted to control for non-specific activation. This assay is an adaptation (data not shown) of

published AIM methods.21,29,36,61

Concentrations of 13 Th cytokines (IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-21, IL-22, IFN-g and TNFa) were

measured in supernatants from PfRH5 peptide-stimulated wells in the AIM assay using the LEGENDplex Human Th Cytokine Panel

Kit (740001 and 740722, Biolegend), as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were assayed in duplicate and acquired on a

LSR II (BD Biosciences). Median fluorescence intensities were used for all analyses, which were performed using the LEGENDplex

Data Analysis Software for LEGENDplex Multi-analyte Flow Assay Kits (version 8.0, Biolegend).

RNA-seq of PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ and CXCR5- CD4+ T cells
B cell-depleted PBMC (Human Pan-B cell Enrichment Kit [(19554, StemCell]) from cryopreserved samples were available from the

four week post-vaccination time point in six ChAd63-MVA vaccinees and six protein/AS01B vaccinees (five vaccinees from the stan-

dard regimen and one vaccinee from the delayed fractional dose regimen). These samples were stimulatedwith a PfRH5 peptide pool
e4 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100207, March 16, 2021
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as described for the AIM assay. Cells were then stained with a subset of the anti-human antibodies / dyes used for the AIM assay:

anti-CXCR5-APC-R700, anti-CD137-BV650, anti-CD4-APC-H7, anti-CD134 (OX40)-PE, anti-CD69-PE-Cy5, anti-CD25-PE-Cy7,

anti-CD3-BV605, and LIVE/DEAD AQUA viability dye. PfRH5-specific CXCR5+ and CXCR5- CD4 T cells, identified on the basis of

upregulation of CD25 together with CD134, CD137 and/or CD69, were then sorted on a BD FACSAria (BD Biosciences), and total

RNA was isolated using a RNeasy mini kit (74104, QIAGEN). The quality of the RNA extracted was checked using an Agilent 4200

Tapestation and resulted in the exclusion of both CXCR5+ and CXCR5- cell RNA samples from one subject in the protein/AS01B vac-

cine group due to an RIN score > 6.

RNASeq analysis was performed as previously described.62 cDNAwas amplified using the Clontech Ultra Low Input v4 kit (Takara/

Clontech). Sequencing libraries were created using the Nextera library preparation kit (FC-131-1096, Illumina) and quantified by

qPCR. Libraries were sequenced using the NextSeq500 platform (Illumina) to a read depth of at least 25 million reads per sample.

Reads were aligned to the human genome (Homo sapiens/hg19) using STAR, the number of reads mapped to each gene was quan-

tified using HTseq and differential gene expression was performed using DESeq2, including a FDR correction (Benjamini-Hochberg).

Pathway analysis was performed using GSEA software from the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard; briefly, entire expression dataset

containing transcript counts was inputted into GSEA database, phenotypes were defined according to vaccine platforms, and Hall-

mark or Kegg mSigDB were used to define enriched gene sets from previously curated databases.

RNASeq data were deposited to the NCBI SRA database, BioProject accession number PRJNA602552.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical comparisonswithin trials utilizedWilcoxon signed rank tests or a Friedman test with Dunn’s correction formultiple compar-

isons. Comparisons between trials were done with Mann Whitney tests or a Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s correction for multiple

comparisons. Associations between parameters were performed with Spearman correlations after pooling samples from both trials.

All p values (or adjusted p values for tests with Dunn’s correction) are two-tailed and are considered significant at the a = 0.05 level.

Statistical analyses were performed in Prism (Version 8, GraphPad).

For RNASeq analyses, differences between trials were considered significant after FDR adjustments when q < 0.05.

Sample size per assay and statistical tests used are stated in figure legends. Please also see Experimental model and subject de-

tails: human studies for further details of sample size and inclusion/ exclusion criteria.

As is common for exploratory immunological analyses, our analysis included many statistical comparisons as we sought to under-

stand the relationship between the many parameters included in our study. We note there are risks inherent with this multiplicity of

testing and accept that our conclusions will be strengthened by reproduction of these analyses with different sample sets.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ChAd63-MVA (NCT02181088): https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02181088

Protein/AS01B (NCT02927145): https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02927145
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